Abstract. In order to evaluate the characteristics of a tandem queueing network, we propose a study, taking into account the qualitative properties of distributions. For this, we consider different bounds (lower and upper bounds) for different classes of nonparametric distributions. These bounds are computed while applying the QNA method (Queuing Network Analyser). To verify whether the proposed intervals include(contain) the approximate values, we have considered some approximations as those corresponding to KLB (Kramer Langenbach Benz) and simulation methods. Two algorithms have been constructed for programming the methods, and implemented for under the assumption that the inter-arrival distribution of the network is parametric or nonparametric.
Introduction
An efficient designing of networks cannot be performed without knowing their performances. Performance evaluation allows, for instance, to: -compare different topologies and protocols of networks according to their application and the service offered. -anticipate and correct eventual problems related to performances. There are three techniques for performance evaluation: Technique of Data (direct measurement), analytical technique and the simulation technique. In the present work, we consider a queueing network in tandem. A performance evaluation is carried out by using the qualitative property of distributions for determining a lower and upper bound for the characteristics of the network. These bounds will be computed, after determining the parameters of the distributions characterizing the inner flows by using the QNA method(Queueing Network Analyzer). In view to verify whether the proposed intervals contain the approximate values, we have applied the KLB(Kramer and Langenbach-Belz) and the simulation methods.
Fig 1. Open series queuing network
The studied network is composed by S stations in tandem, with 1 server. The served customers in a given station are directed to the next station(by order). For all stations, the discipline considered is : first in first out (FIFO), and the capacity of the stations are assumed to be unlimited. The inter-arrival and service times are independent and distributed according to a general distribution, with rates λ and µ, respectively. C a and C s denote the coefficients of variation of the two processes (arrivals and services). If P ij is the probability that a customer that leaves station i enters station j, then:
where P 01 denotes the probability that a customer who arrives to the system enters station 1.
Bounds of the characteristics
We consider a queuing system of type A/GI/1, where A denotes inter-arrival times distribution and GI a general distribution of service.
If A belongs to a nonparametric class of distributions (DM RL, IM RL, N W U E, γ M RLA, . . .) then, the mean waiting time EW f in the queue of the system is bounded by lower and upper bounds [Stoyan, 1984] . These approximations can be used for the first station of the network we study. The distribution of the inter-arrivals times between stations in not known (can not be analytically determined), hence, we approach it according to the coefficient of variation.
Approximations
1. If the coefficient of variation C a for the inter-arrivals times between stations is greater than 1, then the distribution can be approximated by a hyperexponential distribution H (mixture of exponential distributions). This latter has the DF R (decreasing Failure Rate) property. The characteristics corresponding to the system H/GI/1 are:
Where L H/GI/1 and EW H/GI/1 stand for the average number of customer and the mean sojourn time in the system H/GI/1 (the sojourn time is the sum of the service duration and waiting time in the queue of the system).
2. If the coefficient of variation C a is less than 1, the distribution can be approximated by a Erlang distribution
. This distribution has the property N BU E, and the characteristics of the system E k /GI/1 are:
where
respectively denote the average number of customers and the mean waiting time in the system E k /GI/1. The bounds proposed in this section can be used for approximating the characteristics of the systems inside the network (inner stations). In order to calculate these bounds we need to know the parameters of the entry flows to each station, for this we apply the QN A method.
The QN A Method
According to the equation of the traffic rate, we have According to the formula of variability of traffic we have :
aj , j = 0, S − 1. In the case of the network we our study,
For evaluating the characteristics of the network by using qualitative properties of distributions, we propose two algorithms. These two algorithms consider the bounds (2), (3), (4) and (5) for approximating the characteristics of the inner stations. These bounds (get)the qualitative feature of the hyper-exponential and Erlang distributions. As an application to the network, two algorithms are constructed. In algorithm 1, we consider the parametric distribution of the external flow (M , D, H, E, denote Poisson, Deterministic, Hyper-exponential and Erlang distributions, respectively). In algorithm 2, the external flow of arrivals is characterized by a class of nonparametric distributions. We observe then that the difference between the two algorithms lies in the first station. In order to verify whether the proposed intervals contain the approximate value of the characteristic, we apply the following methods: 1. KLB Method Kramer and Langenbach-Belz [Kramer and Langenbach-Belz, 1976] propose the following approximation in the case of the GI/GI/1 system.
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The average number of customers in the system is deduced using Lindley formula :
Simulation
The simulation method is used for studying the dynamic behavior and analyzing the performances of the system; it allows the analysis of complex situations that cannot be analytically solved. The simulation used for our application is the discrete-event approach.
Comments and Interpretation of the results
In our application, we have considered a service rate equal to 1 in all stations (the network is composed by S stations in tandem). Tables (2) and (1) summarize the results obtained by applying the proposed method, for different values of traffic rate: 0.8, 0.5 et 0.2 corresponding to dense, mean and weak traffic respectively. Table2 : The results produced by simulation are near to those produced by the KLB method, with a slight different that sometimes becomes bigger, as for the case of the E 2 /H/1 et H/H/1 systems, when the traffic is dense(ρ = 0.8) and mean (ρ = 0.5) respectively. The results given by the KLB and simulation methods belong to the proposed intervals(by the bounds), which could mean that these latter could contain the exact value or the approximate one. Table1 : We fix a class of nonparametric distributions to which belongs the external flow. The comparison of the two tables is based on the qualitative character of parametric distributions: the Erlang distribution is N BU E, γ − M RLB with γ = m a /k and γ − M RLA with γ = m a , is also DM RL. The deterministic distribution is IF R, the hyper-exponential is DF R, hence N W U E et IM RL. We notice that the two tables are nearly similar.
Conclusion
The aim of our study is to evaluate the performance of an open series queuing network characteristics. We have proposed a study taking into consideration the qualitative property of the flows distributions (internal and external). For this, we have considered different bounds (lower and/or upper bounds) for different classes of non-parametric distributions. These bounds are computed after applying the QN A method (Queueing Network Analyzer), for determining the internal flows parameters. In order to verify whether the proposed intervals include (contain) the approximate values, we have considered the KLB and the simulation methods. Two algorithms have been constructed for programming the method proposed in the present work. Running these procedures for different values of traffic intensity (dense, mean and weak) allowed us to present the different possible cases. The obtained results confirm the validity of this method for our network, since the proposed intervals contain(according to our results) the considered approximate values.
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